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South African scholar translates legal work
Sally Jongsma
J begin translating The En- cant in its own right. says. "Continental legalohan van der Vyver- cylopedia of Legal Science, a ma- "Dooyeweerd was probably systems are so different from
"pronounced like you're do- jor work on jurisprudence by one of the greatest legal American and English systems
ing someone a favor," he ex- the Dutch scholar Herman philosophers of all time," says that many of the Dutch con-
plains with an accent slightly Dooyeweerd. Van der Vyver. His lack of cepts and words have no direct
resembling Australian- "The Encyclopedia of Legal recognition, Van der Vyver equivalents in English."
spends a large part of his day Science has never been pub- feels, is probably due to the 'Rights,' for example, are
cloistered in a small office on lished, not even in Dutch," fact that he was Dutch, Chris- understood differently in the
the second 1100r of Dordt's says Van der Vyver. tian, and wrote in a very dif- two systems.
Chapel. Spread before him is a Dooyeweerd worked on the ficult style. South Africa's legal system
large manuscript covered with book until his death and the Dooyeweerd's style of is similar to the Dutch. But
handwritten translation. final editing was never com- writing makes the job of because South Africa has
Van der Vyver, a professor pleted. "It is an important translating particularly dif- English as one of its two of-
of law at the University of work because in it ficult. One of Van der Vyver's ficial languages, professors
Witwatersrand in Dooyeweerd gives a summary main goals is to make the work regularly have to struggle with
Johannesburg, South Africa, of his philosophy. He took understandable in English. how to communicate certain
joined the Dordt faculty for note of earlier criticisms, in "In retrospect it seems almost legal terms to their English-
the 1986 fall semester as a some cases changed his opin- inevitable that an English- speaking students. This ex-
visiting fellow of the Dordt ion, and refined the formula- speaking South African perience, Van der Vyver feels,
College Studies Institute. His tion of his basic philosophy." should do this translating," he will assist him in his work.
project for the semester is to But the work is also signifi-
"I believe that an
institution such as
Dordt College has a
special calling
because it shares a
common confession
with a vast majority
of white and black
South Africans. ' ,
Van der Vyver reflects on living in South Africa
Angela Struyk
"At the moment







picture of the state
of that unrest. ' ,
The unrest nevertheless ex-
ists and is of a serious nature.
Unrest is largely confined to
the black communities, but
that is no reason for the whites
of South Africa to feel com-
fortable about it."
The South African govern-
ment has embarked on a pro-
gram to bring about reform in
race relations, Van der Vyver
says, "and has in fact in-
troduced legislation to
eliminate, to a large extent,
racial discrimination in the
country. The impact of those
reform measures must not be
underestimated, and they are
without doubt far-reaching."
Van der Vyver continues to
explain that although reform
is taking place, the state presi-
dent has made it clear that the
government is not prepared to
give up apartheid altogether.
There are three non-
negotiables. The first is the
constitutional structure in
which the whites of South
Africa will retain their
political control of the coun-
try. The second is the
segregated primary and
secondary school system. The
third is segregated residential
areas for the different popula-
tion groups.
"Nevertheless, South Africa
is a marvelous country to live
in climate-wise, and the stan-
dard of living is pretty high,"
says Van der Vyver. "Living
in any country involves certain
risks. If you live in New York
you have the chance of being
mugged. If you live in Ger-
many you might be exposed to
radiation. The price we have
to pay for our sunshine and
comfortable living is the ten-
sions that emanate from racial
friction in that country."
As a member of the
Academic Freedom Commit-
tee of his university, Van der
Vyver is deeply involved in ef-
forts to change the system and
to normalize race relations in
his country. "I regard it as a
privilege to be part of the
South African scenario. I
think much depends in any
community upon one's at-
titude towards the problems of
that community. I believe one
should face up to the problems
and try to do something about
them. With that attitude I find
living in any community ex-
tremely rewarding however




Students study history of
South Africa
! B. Hulst
"w .e must continue
to work at the




take up most of Van der
Vyver's time this semester, he
is also teaching a course on the
History of South Africa and
Apartheid to nearly sixty
Dordt students. He quickly
acknowledges that the topic of
the course is not his main area
of expertise, but, nevertheless,
feels it is important for Chris-
tians around the world to
understand the situation in
South Africa. "I would be
much rewarded if at the end of
the semester students would
have a pretty fair picture of
South Africa, some
understanding of the
predicaments that caused the
situation, and an awareness of
the complexity of finding a
solution to the situation. That,
in the end, should leave every
student with a model of a vi-
sion to contemplate what he or
she could do in their relation-
ships with fellow Christians in
South Africa to contribute
toward a solution."
"I believe that an institution
such as Dordt College has a
special calling because it
shares a common confession
with a vast majority of white
and black South Africans. It is
people of that kind who are
perhaps better equipped than
any others to mediate between
adversary parties in South
Africa."
And yet, Van der Vyver also
has some hesitation about
teaching the course. Although
he feels strongly that apartheid
is unjust, South Africa is his
home, a place he loves. lilt's
not particularly pleasant to
hang one's dirty wash out for
others to see," he said. "But
I'll try to be very honest to
help students achieve an
understanding of the many
factors involved in the situa-
tion. "
And therein lies the heart of
Van der Vyver's message.
"Abolishing racial laws, to-
"You must know
what goes on in the
mind of a people
before you can
mediate.' ,
day, is not going to solve the
problem," Van der Vyver
feels. Understanding how to
live together as whites and
blacks must come first or the
upper hand in the power strug-
gle will simply shift. "Blacks
should have political power,
but as that happens attitudes
must also change or the con-
flict will only continue."
There is a more general
message in Van der Vyver's
approach as well. To reach out
to South Africans or anyone
else in a similar situation, one
must know more than just the
facts. "You must know what
goes on in the mind of a peo-
ple before you can mediate."
Understanding is crucial, he
says, and that is what he hopes
to foster in his course at
Dordt.
Van der Vyver's six months
at Dordt will conclude a four-
teen month sabbatical, which
he began in Germany by doing
research at· The Max Planck
Institute for Foreign Public
Law and International Law in
Heidelburg, Germany, and at
the International Institute of
Human Rights in Strasbourg,
France. He has also received
many invitations to lecture at
colleges and universities in the
United States during the next
few months. He plans to
publish these course and guest
lectures in a book to be titled
Lectures on Apartheid.
FRoM THE PRESIDENT
Elsewhere in this issue
of VOICE the reader will find
a report of Dordt's 1986 Sum-
mer Seminar, which involved
members of the Perspectives
Division. The seminars, begun
five years ago, are scheduled
for the two weeks following
the end of the academic year.
They were initiated to give
each of the divisions an oppor-
tunity, in a concentrated
period of time, to work out the
implications of Dordt's state-
ment of purpose for their par-
ticular fields of investigation.
Each seminar involves much
preparation, and the two
weeks spent in study and in-
tense discussion are extremely
demanding. But the seminars
have accomplished their pur-
pose. The members of the
various divisions unanimously
agree that they have made
great progress in understand-
ing what is involved in pro-
viding "scripturally-oriented
higher education."
It has been my privilege to
attend each of these summer
seminars. Every year I have
been invited to make one of
the presentations, and I have
been allowed to participate in
the discussions. But what is
especially fascinating and
rewarding is to sit back and
listen as' the faculty members
discuss and debate with one
another 'about the biblical
directives for their areas of ex-
pertise. It is rewarding because
it demonstrates that the
and women of Dordt's fac,
are serious about doing their
academic work in harmony
with the Word of God.
As the report of this year's
seminar is read, some may
wonder if all of this reading,
study, debate, and discussion
are really necessary. The peo-
ple on Dordt's faculty are
Christians. They are experts in
their fields. Many of them
have been members of the
faculty for a number of years.
Is it necessary for them to
spend this time and effort con-
sidering what is involved in
"scripturally-oriented higher
education?" Should not this
be obvious-especially to peo-
ple who have been trained for
the work of Christian higher
education?
There are a number of
responses to that question.
First, most of us-and this
is true of professors at all
Christian colleges-attended
secular universities for OUT
graduate programs. We have
studied under people who ig-
nored God or saw no connec-
tion between science and the
Christian faith. That is why it
is essential now, in community
with Christian colleagues, to
have an opportunity to work
out the implications of a
biblical perspective for our
areas of study.
Second, our knowledge and
understanding of Scripture
does not remain static. As a
result of biblical studies, new
insights are gained into the
meaning and the message of
Scripture. The Bible itself re-
mains the same; but, through
study of the Bible, we progress
in our understanding of the
Bible and the application of its
message to the times in which
we find ourselves. All of this
must be evaluated and taken
into consideration by those
who are serious about teaching
from a biblical perspective.
Third, our knowledge of the
various areas of learning is
constantly developing.
Everyone has heard of the ex-
plosion of knowledge. This ex-
plosion is taking place in all
fields. Constant study and
reading are needed not only to
gain increased insight, but just
to keep up with recent
developments in the different
sciences.
Finally, we must continue to
work at the matter of relating
the Scriptures to our academic
activity. This is not an easy
task. Many books have been
written on the relationship of
the Bible to learning. Most of
them are unsatisfactory from a
Reformed point of view. So
what is the relationship of the
Bible to the various sciences?
How does one develop a
biblical approach to subjects
such as mathematics,
engineering, physical educa-
tion, art, or economics? There
are no easy answers to these
questions. But a faculty com-
mitted to Christian scholar-
ship must continue to search
for and apply these answers.
For all of these reasons it is
important that the faculty of
Dordt be given time, in the
midst of busy schedules and
heavy teaching loads, to work
together in developing and
refining a biblical, Reformed
perspective for education.
Therefore, each year we will
continue to organize seminars
or working sessions in which
faculty members can engage in
communal consideration of
what is required to perform
the educational task of Dordt
College adequately.
In this connection, Iwant to
introduce to our VOICE
readers a new section, titled
"Soundings." In this section,
we will share and test insights
about important issues facing
the Christian community to-
day. Articles will be brief,
understandable, and written
from a Biblical viewpoint.
They will demonstrate how the
faculty is doing its work and
how Dordt seeks to prepare its
students to live a true, consis-
tent Christian life in today's
society.
We pray that "Soundings"
will be read with appreciation
and with benefit to all, and
that it will provide our readers
with a sense of what is in-
volved in the development of a
































































Assistant director of financial aid, Mike Epema,
can give prospedive students a general idea of
their financial aid eligibility over the phone.
Dordt increases financial aid funds
Heritage 21 Campaign offsets declining federal grants
Betty Addink
An increasing number
of families can no longer af-
ford to pay the difference be-
tween college costs and ex-
isting forms of financial aid.
As the federal and state
governments continue to cut
their financial assistance, a
huge gap is developing be-
tween the financial needs of
the students and the money
available to them through
grants and loans. Dordt Col-
lege is doing its best to con-
front this problem head on
bear the heavy financial
burden. This year, Dordt
College intends to give an ad-
ditional $30,000 to assist
needy students. Dordt is com-
mitted to helping students find
the funds available to enable
them to attend the college. For
this reason, Dordt continues
to look for new avenues to
disburse financial aid by way
of scholarships, grants and
loans, and work programs.
The Heritage 21 Campaign
has become a major source of
funding for new scholarships.
Dordt is committed to helping students find the funds available to enable
them to attend college.
and provide more financial
assistance to needy, deserving
young people who want to at-
tend a Christian college like
Dordt.
Between 1960 and 1975, the
average cost of a college
education rose slightly from
year to year, as did the average
financial aid available. Over
the last ten years, however,
costs have skyrocketed while
the rise in financial aid has
been minimal.
Government legislation such
as the Gramm-Rudman Act
has cut or frozen the amount
of money available to college-
bound students. The Pell
Grant, a major source of
government aid, has been
severely cut back. Initially,
Dordt faced a $92,000 loss of
Pell Grant aid. Fortunately,
Congress compromised on the
original cutback resulting in a
Pell Grant substantially less
than in previous years, but
higher than Congress' initial
aid reduction plan.
Nevertheless, more needs to
be done to help future students
Heritage 21 grants are based
on need and range from $100
to $2,000 per year. Heritage 21
loans are interest-free while
the student is attending Dordt.
Interest rates on funds bor-
rowed will vary according to
the number of years of study
completed at Dordt.
Partly because of the
Heritage 21 Campaign, the
number of Dordt scholarships
and grants has mushroomed
over the past few years. Honor
and Merit Scholarships are
awarded yearly to incoming
freshmen. Honor scholarships
are given to the top 15 to 20 in-
coming students. These
awards range from $800 to
$2,000. Merit scholarships
range anywhere from $200 to
$1,200. In addition to these,
there are numerous scholar-




math and the pre-seminary
program. Dordt also offers
scholarships to students who
demonstrate leadership or who
are active in extra-curricular
activities. This year Dordt
awarded $144,375 to 370
students, and the number of
scholarships increases with
each new year.
Besides Pell Grants and
Dordt Scholarships, students




Direct Student Loans and
Guaranteed Student Loans.
Dordt also has a college
employment program which
finds part-time jobs for
students showing financial
need. Many jobs are available.
Students work in such posi-




The problem of the increas-
ing cost of higher education
simply cannot be ignored.
Receiving a solid liberal arts
college education cannot be
RECRUITING
ITINERARIES FOR FALL 1986
LEANNE VAN LEEUWEN
Oct. 3 - Oct. 24 Pacific Northwest
Oct. 28 - Nov. 13 California
Dec. I - Dec. 10 Alberta
BETTY ADDINK
Sept. 29 - Oct. 13
Oct. 28 - Nov. 6
Nov. 16 - Dec. 2
Dec. 13 - Dec. 20
PETE HAMSTRA
Oct. 7 - Oct. 22
Oct. 29 - Nov. 7
Dec. I - Dec. 19
HOWARD HALL











Average cost per student
(tUition, board & moml
I
Average need per student not met
by grants or scholarships
""","",""........ Average grants and
scholarships per student$1,000
60/61 65/66 70/71 75/76 80/81 85/86 90/91 95/% 21st
Century









for a Christian perspective, a
God-centered world and life
view, demands that we do all
we can to help our students
through this financial crisis.
Dordt College is doing its best
to help make a Christian col-
lege education less of a finan-
cial burden to young people
and their parents.
Betty Addink is an admissions
counselor at Dordt College.
Joel Veenstra from Pella,
Iowa, received a four-year
Dordt College Merit Scholar-
ship of $2400. Merit Scholar-
ships are given in recognition
of academic achievement,
ACT scores, or extra-
curricular involvement.
At Dordt Joel is majoring in
mechanical engineering. He
also enjoys sports and looks
forward to playing on one of
Dordt's teams.
As a National Merit
Finalist, Vonda Vander Pol
from Edgerton, Minnesota,
was awarded $2660 for the
1986-87 academic year. In ad-
dition, Vonda will receive a
Dordt College Honors
Scholarship of $5400 over the
next three years. Honors
scholarships are given based
on a student's grade point
average, ACT scores, class




School in Edgerton as valedic-





One child families are the rule in
China. Children are dearly loved,
says Westra.
Westra spends summer in China
During ber ten weeks in China,
English professor Dr. Helen Westra
came to know many of her students
and their families. This three-
generation, well-educated family in-
vited ber to their meal of squid and
eggplant over rice.
Helen Westra
For years, China has
fascinated me, my earliest
interest stirred by a missionary
aunt.
This past summer, upon
invitation of the English
Language Institute, I taught
English at the Sichuan College
of Education in Chengdu, the
capital of Sichuan, China's
most populous province.
During the months that I
lived and worked in southwest
China, its intriguing mix of
antiquity and modernity
surrounded me daily.
The countryside is a vast
emerald patchwork of terraced
rice patties, lakes, villages,
and bamboo groves. The
landscape seems always dotted
"In the end it was
the people of China
that made the biggest
impression on me."
with peasants stooping over
their field work or walking the
narrow footpaths, their woven
baskets swinging from wooden
shoulder yokes. Water buffalo
wallow in the ponds. Geese
flutter and quack in irrigation
ditches. Occasionally, plumes
of blue kitchen smoke punc-
tuate the sky above a thatched
roof.
By contrast, the bustling
city of Chengdu (population 4
million) is a rangy complex of
apartment buildings and
government offices, paved
roads and mud streets, shack
houses and construction der-
ricks shoving their elbows
against the horizon. In the
central square, dominated by a
giant statue of Chairman
Mao, one still sees old women
who walk with the tell-tale





Although I was obviously
living in a communist coun-
try-and some of my students
were young party members-I
always felt physically safe in
China, even when walking
through dark paths at night or
moving through dark streets
where I was the only Cauca-
sian. But it was not easy for
me to live with the fact that my
correspondence was regularly
scrutinized and censored.
In the end, it was the people
of China that made the
greatest impression on me. As
I came to know my students, I
was able to observe at close
hand the remarkable en-
durance and courage but also
the fear and repression that
has been a steady ingredient in
Chinese life-both in former
feudalist times and in the er-
ratic and highly manipulative
political events of recent years.
After decades of isolation
from the rest of the world,
China is. feverishly trying to
modernize. Around the clock,
men and women in construc-
tion crews and work units are
moving earth, paving roads,
digging trenches, hauling
gravel, mixing cement, and
raising buildings. Very little of
the work is mechanized. With.
a population of more than I
billion, China's economy re-
mains labor intensive.
In the last few years, China
has also been opening its doors
to foreign experts and techni-
cians for advice and
assistance. As it pushes toward
compulsory education, China
is making teacher training and
curriculum development one
of its priorities.
That is why in Chengdu this
summer, I was part of a team
of American teachers involved
in an English language pro-
gram at the principal teacher-
training college in Sichuan
province. My responsibilities
included lecturing daily on
methodology and American
culture as well as supervising
the work of eight other team
members.
The intensive program we
offered for Chinese secondary
school teachers of English was
designed by the English
Language Institute/China
(ELIC) , a California-based
educational organization with
a heart for ministry in China.
The teams which ELIC sends
to China are committed to a
two-fold goal: academic quali-
ty and the living witness of a
Christian life.
By the end of the summer,
the Chinese students' greatly
improved language skills and
test scores assured us of the
program's academic success.
Equally important to us were
the less tangible results-the
warm relationship we had
developed with our students.
In their sparkling eyes and
eager faces, we saw a thirst for




lived largely isolated from the
outside world, and we became
their living links to it.
Beyond the classroom, we
spent countless hours walking
and talking with students,
hearing their heart-stories,
their whispered hopes and
fears. Sometimes these conver-
sations examined the deeper
meanings of life, of God and
the person of Jesus Christ.
Among its population,
which is the largest in the
world, China has very few
who profess their faith in
Christ. There are an estimated
20-40 million Christians in
China, with the majority of
these worshipping secretly in
house churches. That number
is increasing.
We can rejoice that the
Spirit of God is indeed moving
in China and the Christian
church there is again growing
after years of persecution and
suffering. Several Chinese
Christians we met testified to
this and expressed great
gratitude for our solidarity
with them, our support,
witness, and prayers.
There is no doubt in my
mind that it is a very good time
for God's people to be work-
ing in China.
Apol teaches Vietnamese Christians
Dallas Apol
Last year nine Viet-
namese students enrolled in
Dordt College. This year
another seven students, all
from the Saigon Christian
Reformed Church of
Westminister, California,
came as freshmen. These 16
young people and many others
like them are refugees who
have been taken in by
Reverend Nguyen Bao, a Viet-
namese refugee and pastor in
the Christian Reformed
Church. With the help of Mr.
Al Bandstra, a teacher from
Pella, Iowa, these young peo-
ple have learned enough
English to begin college.
But many more young peo-
ple are being converted, and
the need for English language
instruction is growing.
The mission church in
Westminster, led by Reverend
Bao, consists mostly of young
people under the age of
twenty-five, most of whom
have no parents or whose
parents are still living in Viet-
nam. The young people tell
their friends about Christ and
the Saigon CRC and the
church is growing very rapid-
Iy. This summer the church
purchased a building and
became known as the Saigon
Christian Reformed Church.
The summer school in which
we taught was planned to
prepare students to take
classes in English at the college
level. However, because all of
the refugees are eager to learn
English, the students we
taught ranged from ages eight
to 50. We taught American
literature and history, church
history and Bible. Nearly 70
students attended our classes.
Often students came up after
class to say, "Thank you for
teaching me today."
Rev. Bao firmly believes in
sponsoring refugees, not only
Vietnamese, but also those
from other countries. While
we were in California, a young
couple arrived as refugees
from Rumania. At breakfast
the following morning some-
one asked how they had slept
and if they had had pleasant
dreams. I will never forget the
answer we were given. "No, I
did not have dreams. For years
I have dreamed of coming to
America and now I am here. I
have no dreams left."
The spirit of showing
Christ's love characterizes the
Saigon CRC. It is seen in the
help given to all refugees; it is
seen in the way members share
the Good News with everyone
they can; it is seen in the way
members of the church treat
each other.
We went to Orange County
to teach, but while there we
learned a very valuable lesson:




















































Campbell practices what he teaches
David Campbell
A college journalism
professor once told Jay
Wagner he'd never make a
journalist. Today, in his early
twenties, Wagner is editor of a
prizewinning newspaper. The
entryway to the offices of his
family's Northwest Iowa
Review in Sheldon, Iowa, has
walls jammed with several
dozen award plaques. Some
are for Wagner's own writing.
The professor's mistake il-
lustrates one danger in
teaching a professional skill in
school. The environment and
motivation there may be so
different from that in the pro-
fessional world that judgments
made in one place may not
hold in the other.
That was one reason I called
Wagner up last May and
volunteered to gather and
write news at The Review. In-
stead of studying toward a
Ph.D. that summer, I hoped
to add to my earlier experience
in radio and magazine jour-
nalism. I wanted to immerse
myself in newspapering, then
come back to my classroom
dripping.
Wagner was surprised but
he welcomed me, and I spent
five weeks at The Review.
Two sorts of places gave me
a taste of newspaper work.
The newsroom was one, and
the towns, offices and streets
where I gathered news were
the other.
The newsroom was small,
crammed with three battered
minicomputers and desks for
four reporters. On Friday
afternoons, with a Saturday
deadline near, reporters were
hunched over computers,
phones pinned by shoulders to
their ears, and fingers jumping
on the keyboards as though on
beds of coals.
At this climax of the week I
was always amazed at how
much news had been written.
Apart from efficient infor-
mation processing, though,
there was attention to the craft
of good writing, and to doing
more than covering routine
news. Wagner showed me with
pride one day a series of
special issues The Review had
published few months before.
In the series were lively articles
that· investigated how North-
west Iowa's farms, businesses
and social life might recover
from economic troubles and
grow by the year 2000. Few
small papers would tackle such
big topics.
The other place where I got
a taste of newspaper work was
in the field. I interviewed
many people: law officers,
county officials, organizers of
local celebrations, a high
school teacher, business peo-
ple and others.
At times I was stumped by
how to report on things. I then
turned consciously to the
perspective that I'd tried to
weave into my journalism
courses at Dordt.
For example, one week I
wrote a story about how ten
officials of a nearby county
Boot uses new approach to ESL
Kornelis Boot
Minutes after my wife
Aly and I arrived at the
residence of the exuberant
Rev. Bao, we were shown the
newly acquired Saigon Chris-
tian Reformed Church
building. After unpacking our
belongings in a small but com-
fortable room in the building,
we prepared ourselves for
possible culture shock.
Within a few hours we
found we had moved into a
kind of commune. Immediate-
ly behind the house was
another building which served
as a refugee center where up to
20 people could be housed.
There was constant activity.
From morning until night
Mrs. Bao stood at the kitchen
stove preparing food for the
many hungry bodies.
Besides being a pastor to the
Vietnamese, Rev Bao func-
tions as their banker,
job- finder, social worker, in-
terpreter for the welfare
representatives, or lawyer in
the courts. He is very devoted
to helping and also to
teaching. Rev. Bao stresses
memorization as a means to
teach the Bible and doctrine to
those who have been con-
verted from ancestor worship
or Buddhism.
On the first day of teaching
I decided to throw out all of
my carefully prepared lesson
plans. I soon found that I was
teaching young people and
adults who were yearning for
truths from the Bible and the
Reformed confessions. In-
stead of teaching English as a
Second Language within a
cultural context, I began to
teach ESL in the context of
biblical and doctrinal studies.
Old Testement Bible stories
and Andrew Kuyvenhoven's
series "The Teaching of Com-
fort" from the Banner met the
students' needs. What a joy to
study God's Word and the
Christian doctrines intensively
with new converts. Every day I
discovered new truths.
Meanwhile Aly took it upon
spent $5,000 of county money
to go to a convention of the
National Association of Coun-
ties in Las Vegas. It seemed
unusual for a county as small
as this one to send so many
delegates to a national conven-
tion. Was this a waste of the
county's money? Was it a
poorly disguised lark for the
officials? Or did it show that
this county was progressive,
allowing its officials to keep in
touch with how other counties
were coping with common
problems?
I was conscious of being a
steward of this information,
and I had to consider what
standards applied here. I
knew, for example, that I was
responsible to my readers to
give an accurate account of
things. I shouldn't protect of-
ficials just because they'd been
polite to me. On the other
hand I had a responsibility to
the officials not to imply
anything about them that was
untrue, or that may have been
true, but was no business of
the public.
In the end, I felt there was
reason to give the officials the
benefit of the doubt. My story
gave a straightforward ac-
count of the situation and
quoted several of them telling
why they went and justifying
the expense. I tried to do
justice to all my respon-
sibilities as a journalist within
the limits of the information I
could gather and my ability to
judge the situation. The point
is, it was a good exercise in
practicing what I teach: con-
sidering carefully God's norms
for journalism.
In The Review's newsroom,
then, I saw an enthusiastic at-
tempt to be a good newspaper.
And in the field, I had the
chance to work at being at-
tuned to more of the Creator's
norms for my field. And ... I'll
think three times before I tell a
student he'll never make a
journalist.
herself to teach part of the
program's the cultural compo-
nent. Some of the students
considered her more of a
miracle worker than a teacher.
Plain flour, sugar, shortening,
eggs and chocolate chips
turned into munchy cookies.
Instantly the lack of a cultural
context was filled as the
students wondered at Aly's
baking skills.
I learned something about
teaching too. Meeting the im-
mediate needs of students
leads to an enjoyable teaching
situation. Exposing the
students to a hands-on cultural
experience leads to effective
learning.
"I'll think three
times before I tell a
student he'll never be
a journalist. ' ,








This past summer two Dordt
foreign language professors and
their unues, Dr. Dallas and Mrs.
Gladys Apol and Dr. Kornelis
and Mrs. A ly Boot, spent three
weeks teaching young Vietnamese
Christians English and a host of
other things as welL
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meeting, the Dordt College
board of trustees met for the
first time as a newly reorgan-
ized body. The meeting
marked the end of many
months of discussion about
how best to represent Dordt's
constituency on the board.
"The new structure
recognizes that the college, its
students and supporters have
changed since Dordt was
established as Midwest Junior
college," says Lyle Gritters,
vice president for college ad-
vancement. In 1956, financial
support and most of the
students came from a relative-
ly small area in the midwest.
Since Dordt has always been
closely linked to the Christian
Reformed Church, representa-
tion on the board was drawn
from the six classes nearest the
college.
Today the picture is much
different. Students and sup-
porters of Dordt now are
spread across the United
States, particularly in states
west of the Mississippi. "The
new board represents that ex-
panded base of support," says
Gritters. Today two or three
members are elected from each
classis west of the Mississippi.
Four others are elected at-
large. To retain Dordt's close
"our students bear
the greatest
burden by paying tuition
several times higher than
that charged by public
colleges or universities,"
~ Dr, J.B. Hulst
Board member Allen Vis from
EdgertoD, Minnesota, is general
adjunct officer of the board's
executive committee.
Send your gifts directly
to the college or watch
your church bulletin for





tie to the Christian Reformed
Church, one member from
each classis is a minister.
It is hoped that the new
structure will simplify the
organization as well as
broaden representation in
governing the college.
Members now serving on the
new Dordt College board of
trustees are as follows:
Minnesota North
Lester Brouwer














































Rev. Lloyd Gross (RCUS)
Rev. David King (OPC)
Rev. Richard Moore (PRC)
Rev. Jelle Tuininga (Western
Canada)
Reo Siebenga (Eastern Canada)
Board Officers
President - Cornie Broek
Vice President - Paul Anema
Secretary - Rev. Duane
Tinklenberg
Treasurer - Bernard De Wit
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Reunion '86
Dr. Del Vander 'Lee ('66) took 15 people on a nature hike to Oak Grove State Park. Ruth Hartboom and Bev Neerhof examine some
of Iowa's native prairie grasses.
Classes of '61 and '76 reunite
Anne (Zwaal) Maatman ('76)
De'ja' vu... a time
warp ... Reunion 86. For one
weekend we walked in our col-
lege shoes again over a campus
that has changed as much as
we have in ten years. We
renewed old friendships, en-
joyed Mike Cassidy's cooking,
and even sang the Alma
Mater. We saw former
classmates and caught up on
10 years with questions like
"Are you married?" "Do you
have kids?" "What jobs have
you had?" "What are you do-
ing now?" "Where are you
living?" We recalled college
days, classes, dorm life, choir
tours, and pranks. We com-
pared hairlines and hemlines
by setting old Signers against
the recent family pictures the
Reunion Committee had
mounted in the S.U.B. We
watched our former
classmates, now parents, busy
with their future defenders
and reminisced about how
simple college life had been.
We also enjoyed adult time
together while our children
were being cared for in the
nursery and kept busy with
planned children's activities.
But in addition to
remembering and comparing,
we were challenged by Dr.
CLASS OF '61 ~Front row, left to right: Rev. Vernon Pellema, Myrtle
Sinkey Smits, Jean Beekhuizen Te Brake, Frances Haan Bask, Wilma
Meinders Vander Berg. Second row: Sylvia Fopma Nieuwsma, Joyce De Vries
Heynen, Aooafeen Baker Broek, Ruth Vander Beek voogd, Marjean Boer
Hope, Junior Gcsink, Elinor Vander Veen Gesink.
Hulst in his banquet address to
examine our Christian life-
style and implement the
Reformed world and life view.
Rev. Kobes led an afternoon
seminar titled "Perspectives
201 Revisited" which pro-
voked a good discussion. The
Alumni choir sang two ar-
rangements beautifully under
Jim Bolkema's direction at the
banquet.
Finally, Doug Eckhardt
tickled our funny bone with a
speech,' no it was more like a
cheer, no it was a monologue,
no it was an apple presenta-
tion. Well, anyway, you had
to be there! If you weren't part
of Reunion 86, you missed a
fun and worthwhile weekend!
Children had their activities too.
Babysitting was provided for the
younger ones. School age children
worked on crafts or watched movies.
"For one weekend
we walked in our
college shoes again
over a campus that
has changed as much
as we have in ten
years.' ,
CLASS OF '76 • Kneeling, left to right: Marlys Mulder Jager, Arlis Kragt Katerberg, Trudy Droppert Eggink, Sue
Du Mez, Deb Haan Hibma, Genise Inman Hallowell, Doug Eckardt, John Van Milligan, Jim Bolkema, Melody
Olivier De Wit, Mary Verbrugge Heinen, Sandy Vande Kamp De Groot, Leanne Van Leeuwen, Jolene Meilahn
Korpan. Middle row: Larry Hessing, AI Schut, Doug Vande Grieud, Carla Runia Vande Griend, Rhonda Huizenga
Vogelzang, Marla Hengeveld Volkers, Scutt Pryor, Elaine Huisman Stockmeier, Pam Medendorp Vallejos, Donna Van
Engen, Sharon Alons Beuzekom, Vicky Jeltema Kooistra, Sue Starkenburg Boersma, Ginny Van Zee Venneer, Anne
Zwaal Maatman, Bev Warner Neerhof, Florence Vis Mahaffy, Ruth Harthoom, Marlys Masselink Kroll, Marlys
Vander Veen DeKoster, Jerry De Groot, Yvonne DeVries Bentz, Jerome Bentz. Back row: Mark Kauk, Ivan Van
Duyn, Allen Kosten, Kathy Kuiper Dooyema, David Van Swol, Pete Seheenstra, Mike Epema, Jerry Vande Burgt,
Tom Beuzekom, Bruce Hagen, Jerry De Wit, KIm Dooyema, Jim S<:bleis,Marie Van Egmond Venneer, Tbelma
ScbeeDStra Vermeer, Jim Burgen.
- ------~~--- ---------------~-~
Jolene Korpan combined catching up




Tina La Brenz Chan: making a
home away from home
"0 . .ur sttuation





Tina La Brenz Chan
My life since
graduating from Dordt in 1975
can be divided into two
roughly equal parts, the first
half spent fairly conventional-
ly in the States and the second
half greatly colored by my ex-
periences in three foreign
countries as the wife of an
American diplomat.
In May of 1975, one day
after graduation, I married
Carl Chan in Orange City,
Iowa. Carl, originally from
Hong Kong, was associate
producer of The Back To God
Hour. We moved to Illinois
where I taught fifth and sixth
grades at Lansing Christian
School from 1975-1978 and
worked on a master's degree at
the University of Chicago.
In 1978 we moved to
Bridgewater, Virginia. After
months of study and an ex-
haustive Foreign Service ex-
am, Carl was commissioned a
U.S. Foreign Service Officer
in June, 1980.
The Philippines, our first
assignment and our home for
two years, was a prime spot to
begin a foreign service life.
The climate was definitely
"foreign" -exotic and
tropical. We saw extremes of
utter poverty and of wealth
based on corruption. Once on
entering a dark Roman
Catholic cathedral, I acciden-
tally stepped on a small child
sleeping curled in a little ball
just inside the shadow of the
doorway. She was thin, flies
crawled on her face, and her
teeth were discolored. It is an
image indelibly printed on my
mind. In contrast, a few
months later we attended an
all-too-lavish State dinner at
Malacanang Palace hosted by
Ferdinand and Imelda
Marcos. Nevertheless, we have
mostly warm memories of
Filipino hospitality and people.
With a small child at home
and a baby coming, I did not
work outside our home in the
Philippines. However, I did
volunteer to help orient groups
of Indochinese refugees to
Western ways and customs
before they headed for the
States or Canada.
I could write a book about
our next assignment in China.
While there, we witnessed
some important changes in
China: the re-opening of
churches and some limited ex-
perimentation with capitalist-
style markets for the populace.
Because no permanent
housing for diplomats was
available, our home for nearly
two years was four rooms in
the Soviet-built Tung Fang
hotel. As a homemaker and
mother, this was a great
challenge-no kitchen, no
yard for children, and very lit-
tle privacy. We set up a hot
plate on one of the hotel desks
in our room and bought a
small counter-top type convec-
tion oven and an electric wok
for cooking. Since the room
used as a "kitchen" was also
our bedroom, it was all quite
convenient for midnight
snacks. Dishes were washed in
one of three bathtubs. This
crazy living arrangement,
combined with rats, noise, and
sub-tropical bugs, nearly
drove us crazy towards the
end.
Nevertheless our time there
was professionally rewarding
for both of us. While Carl pro-
moted cultural exchange be-
tween the United States and
the People's Republic of
China in Canton, I was con-
tacted by a teacher at
Guangdon (Province) Part-
time University to teach ad-
vanced English. This teaching
job was nearly ideal for
me-challenging because I had
to find all of my own materials
and design the curriculum,
and easy, in that my students
were highly motivated and
polite almost to a fault.
After China, we requested
Seoul, South Korea, as our
next assignment mainly
because of the availability of a
good Christian school, Protes-
tant churches and the chance
to stay at one place for four
years. Here Carl serves as one
of two spokesmen for the U.S.
Embassy until 1989.
In reflecting on our years as
diplomats, I find that, as in
most things, there are good
and not so good sides to the
experience. After ten moves in
eleven years, eight cities and
four countries, I take the in-
itial language barriers and the
hassles of moving and settling
in stride. However, as children
grow older, moving and cross-
cultural adjustment become
more difficult. When Janna
was three years old, she happi-
ly went off to a Chinese
nursery school in Canton
where Mandarin was the
language of instruction and
Cantonese the language of the
playground. She picked up
both languages.
Because of their overseas ex-
periences, our children tend to
be quite open-minded, flexi-
ble, and cooperative about try-
ing new things. The danger, I
think, is that they may become
too open-minded, or even feel
rootless. Consequently, we
emphasize a close family life
and church life.
One thing to which I have
not been able to reconcile
myself in the Foreign Service is
the threat of violence and ter-
rorism. In Davao City, The
Philippines, our home was
under 24-hour armed guard.
Monthly air raid drills in Seoul
remind us that South Korea
lives in a hostile armed truce
with communist North Korea,
and frequent student riots at
Kore~>V-llQ.iversities continue
to illustrate that we are living
in a tense, politically unstable
country. It is not reassuring as
a mother to have your seven-
year-old report that her school
bus drove through a cloud of
tear gas on the way home from
school.
The U.S. Embassy here, as
is true of our embassies and
consulates worldwide, looks
more and more like a fortress,
with heavily armed U.S.
Marines and local national
guards inside and outside.
Every errand run to the Em-
bassy is time-consuming
because at the gate, the hood,
trunk, and underside of one's
car must be routinely checked
for bombs.
Eating "Shabu-Shabu," a Korean
dish which one cooks oneself on a
burner built into the table. Trying
new foods is one of the more plea-










































































"For tbe most part our bousehold
looks and runs like any American
household."
Pictured are tbe Cban family:
Miobael (4), Gloria (l1l2), Tina,
Janna (7), and Carl.
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On another, less serious
level, a disadvantage of being
a Foreign Service spouse is the
necessity of being flexible
about one's career. Here in




in preparation for the Olympic
Games in 1988), but one is not
always so lucky and must be
willing to make some
sacrifices.
So far the benefits of travel-
ing, meeting people, and ex-
periencing new foods, sights,
and climates outweigh the
possible dangers and discom-
forts of this kind of life. Few
American children the ages of
Janna and Michael have
climbed the Great Wall of
China or spent a few days
nearly every summer cavorting
in Hawaii, either coming from
or enroute to an overseas
assignment.
Although we anticipated
that we might feel somewhat
isolated as Christians in the
Foreign Service, such has not
been the case. If anything, our
situation proves that the body
of Christ transcends bound-
aries of race, nationality or
culture. Wherever we have
gone, be it in the U.S. or
overseas, opportunities to
serve the church have opened
up to us. Sometimes these
have manifested themselves in
special ways, such as purchas-
ing and delivering theology
books printed in Hong Kong
to a newly-opened seminary in
Canton, but more often in
conventional but equally
meaningful ways.
My four years at Dordt
helped to prepare me for
teaching, raising a family, and
in an unexpected way, even the
Foreign Service. The ability to
discern what is godly and
ungodly has been a good guide
in choosing what I will accept
and not accept of the many
new influences thrown at me
in Foreign Service life. More
and more, being a Christian
provides me with my personal
identity. My teaching degree
has been useful both profes-
sionally and in the various
church educational programs
of which I have been a part. In
retrospect, I think that Dordt
College and Sioux Center,
Iowa were my first experiences
of something "foreign." To
many of you reading this, this
may sound a bit comical, but
to arrive as I did as a freshman
in 1971, without a Dutch sur-
name, a Christian day school
background or membership in
the Christian Reformed
Church, was for me a scaled-
down version of landing in a
foreign country. Then, as now,
it took me only six months to
get used to things, since the
natives were usually friendly.
+Nostalgia is a pleasant
feeling. After having left
Oordt for the hard realities of
the world "outside," I
remembered my years at
Oordt as being among the best
years of my life. That was a
time when social interaction
and intellectual stimulation
were as close as the SUB cof-
fee shop. When I could stay up
most of the night and not be
wiped out in the morning.
When I was first caught up in
the excitement of new
romance. When I first caught
the vision for Christian educa-
tion, Christian political ac-
tion ... a Christian worldview
incorporating all of life.
Nostalgia ignores the less
pleasant times which were also
a part of my Oordt experience:
the pressures of exams and
deadlines, the uncertainties of
new romance, the apprehen-
sion involved in making life-
changing decisions.
Now after five years, I am
back on Oordt's campus as
alumni director. The fond
memories of my college days
linger, but as alumni director
the present and future of the
college is now more important
to me than is the past. I am
very excited about renewing a
close relationship with Oordt.
I recently enjoyed meeting
and getting to know some
alumni at the second annual
alumni reunion. Nostalgia
permeated the atmosphere as
members of the classes of '61
and '76 gathered on campus.
But there was an excitement
that was the result of more
than remembering old times
with old friends. Many alumni
I talked to were eager to be
more involved in the present
and future of Oordt -,
As I begin my work with
alumni I know that the
"nostalgia factor" plays an
important part in alumni ac-
tivities. I am looking forward
to meeting more alumni who
remember their Oordt ex-
perience fondly. But I expect
that, like members of the re-
union classes, many of you
share a desire for a more active
alumni association, enabling
you to maintain a close rela-
tionship with Oordt and your
fellow alumni.
One factor that will greatly
influence the growth and
direction of the Oordt Alumni
Association is the character of
Dordt's alumni. Although it is
dangerous to generalize, my
experience is that Dordt alum-
ni are like Oordt itself, con-
cerned with examining the
basis for their thought and ac-
tions. Dordt's alumni will not
be satisfied with an alumni
association that exists solely
because there are alumni, or
that functions only as a
cheerleader for Oordt, or that
provides simply a way for
alumni to keep in touch with
each other.
I hope that, together, we
can build an alumni associa-
tion which carries on the work
of Oordt College. That means
advancing Oordt College, but
more broadly and more im-
portantly, it means advancing
the kingdom. Oordt has at-
tempted to make students
aware of their cultural respon-
sibility, to equip them to
discern the spiritual direction
of society, and then use that
discernment in their chosen
vocation. If Oordt has suc-
cessfully trained that kind of
kingdom citizen-and I
believe it has-then Dordt's
Alumni Association will be as
distinctive as Oordt itself.
As we seek ways to advance
the kingdom through the
Alumni Association, perhaps
we can look in three direc-
tions. First, we can find ways
to increase communication
among ourselves, making the
Alumni Association a support
group for alumni struggling to
advance the claims of Christ
over all areas of life. Secondly,
we can become more actively
involved in the life of the col-
lege, offering our support and
Al.uMNI NOI'ES
To keep you informed...
The Executive Com-
mittee of the Alumni Board
met on September 17, 1986.
Alumni Director Jim De
Young presented plans for
chapter organization and
plans for a survey that would
gather biographical informa-
tion of alumni. The committee
also discussed including more
classes in the summer re-
unions, recognizing alumni
who send their children to
Oordt, and finding ways to
make students aware of the
Alumni Association before
they leave Oordt.
De Young was given the
responsibility of reworking the
"Arete" and "Koinonia"
Alumnus of the Year awards.
The committee felt that such
awards should be given to
alumni who represent what
faithful Oordt alumni are do-
ing for Oordt and the
kingdom.
Planning is well underway
for homecoming week,
February 16-21, and a ten-
tative list of activities was
presented.












I hope that some aspect of
the type of alumni association
I've described here excites
you. The Dordt Alumni
Association needs excited and
committed individuals if it is
to realize its potential for ad-
vancing the work of Oordt
College and the cause of
Christ's kingdom.
Continue to cherish
memories of your past associa-
tion with Dordt College. But
also make yourself a part of
the future of Oordt College
and the Alumni Association.
in touch with faculty
members. In the past, 10 and
25 year reunions have been
held. De Young hopes to in-
crease the number of people
participating by inviting all
five-year classes. Reunions
will be planned to accom-
modate a variety of people and
interests. Social events, sport-
ing competitions, and
workshops on a variety of
topics and issues will be in-
cluded. Children will be able
'to participate in their own ac-
tivities. "We'd like to plan an
enjoyable relaxing time for
alumni and their families,"
said De Young.
De Young came to Oordt in
August after completing a
masters degree in communica-
tions at Western Michigan
University. Prior to that he
taught high school and junior




Mississippi, one of a family of
six children who attended
Dordt.
Much of De Young's time
outside of work is spent with
his wife Susan (Hulst, 'SO) and
children Andrew and Brian.
"I spend a lot of time with my
family. Two young boys take a
lot of time. "
De Young becomes Alumni Director
"De Young plans to
spend time this year
traveling around the
country to encourage
the growth of the
Alumni
Association. ' ,
encouragement, but also in-
fluencing the direction of
Dordt for the future. Finally,
we can continue to benefit
from the college even though
our formal education at Oordt
has ended. As one alumnus
put it, referring specifically to
the reunion, "I appreciated
the chance to recharge the
Reformed world and life view
to which Oordt first exposed
me over ten years ago." I hope
that we can develop a variety
of activities that recharge and
expand in alumni the perspec-
tive that Oordt established.
Dordt's new director
of Alumni and Public Rela-
tions is Jim De Young, a 1981
graduate of the college.
De Young plans to spend a
concentrated amount of time
this year traveling around the
country to encourage the
growth of the Alumni Associa-
tion. One way in which he in-
tends to accomplish this is by
increasing the number of
alumni chapters in various
parts of the country. "Right
now there are two and we'd
like to see fifteen." Western
Michigan and Puget Sound are
Dordt's only two officially
organized chapters at present.
By traveling to communities
where there are pockets of
Dordt alumni, De Young
hopes to identify and help set
up an additional 13 chapters
over the next several years.
"We'd also like to en-
courage greater alumni par-
ticipation in homecoming and
in the summer reunions," De
Young said. Since homecom-
ing occurs in February, the
number of people will always
be somewhat limited to those
in the immediate vicinity. The
summer reunions, however,
offer more options to alumni
who wish to visit the campus,
meet old classmates and keep
9
fuTURE DEFENDERS
School and June is a homemaker in Lynden,
WA.
Les and Karen (Wiersma, '8l) Kooistra.
Kristopher Gerrit, March 16, 1986. Les
works for the city of Sioux Center and
Karen is supervisor of the Customer Service
Dept. at K Products in Orange City, IA.
They live in Sioux Center, IA.
Dennis and Aria (Vander Woude) Van
Zanlen ('81, '81), SCOItJay, July 1, 1986,
joins lady. 2. Denny is the supervisor in the
accounting department at Pella Window
Co. and Aria is a homemaker. The Van
Zantens live in Pella, lAo
LaVerne and Doris (Zevenbergen, ex '81)
Waalkes, Jeffrey Thomas, May 14, 1986,
joins Paul, 2. Laverne works for Boeing in
Wichita, KS, and Doris is a homemaker.
Daryl and Brenda (Duim) DeVries ('82,
'83), Derek James, July 3, 1986. Daryl is a
feed consultant for Conway Feed Co. and
Brenda is a homemaker after teaching for
three years. The Devries' live in Arlington,
WA.
John and Joanne (Claus, '82) Paul,
Jessica Elin, March 20, 1986. John will com-
plete his Master of Science in soil
microbiology at the University of Guelph
next year and Joanne will finish her MSW at
Wilfrid Laurier in the winter. They live in
Guelph, ON.
Edbert and Diane (Galema) Rilzema ('82,
'81), Susan Marie, May I, 1986, joins Peter,
2. Ed teaches at East Palmyra Christian
School and Diane is a private music teacher.
They live in Palmyra, NY.
Ray and Debbie (De Vries, '82)
VanBoven, Nathan Rein, June 6, 1986. Ray
is a sales representative at Dorwin Industries
Ltd. and Debbie teaches at Calvin Christian
School. The VanBoven's live in Winnipeg,
MB.
Paul and Michelle (Vander Kooi, '83)
VanderWeide, Jessica Kelly, April 24, 1986.
Paul is presently employed in the
maintenance department at the Sioux Center
Community Hospital, Sioux Center, 1A.
a.rence and Lois (Roosendaal) Deelslfa
('84, '85), Kimberly Ann, December l8,
1985. The Deelstras live in Visalia, CA.
Robert and Palricla (Fluke) Johnson,
('84, ex '83) Timothy Mark, July 30, 1986,
joins Robert Dale, 1. Bob teaches at Valley
Christian Jr. High in Cerritos and Patti is a
homemaker. The Johnsons live in
Bellflower, CA.
Kerry and Kam (Venhulzen) Manw ('84,
'84) Stephen Raine, April 17, 1986. Kerry
teaches at Unity Christian High School and
Kam works part-time as a counselor at
Lutheran Social Services of Illinois. The
Manus' live in Fulton, IL.
Doug and Janeee (Strulksma) Miedema
('84, ex '85) Rachael Ann, March 26, 1986.
The Miedemas live in Des Moines, lA,
where Doug is a third year medical student
at the University of Osteopathic Medicine
and Health Sciences and Janeen is a part-
time teacher.
Rick and Janelle (Brink, ex '85) Vis, Jana
Marie, May 31, 1986. Rick is an A.I.
Technician and Janelle is a housewife. They
reside in Lynden, WA.
Ihlle and Cheri Terpstra (ex '81), Zachary
Dale, Apri123, 1986, joins Meghan Ruth, 2.
The Terpstra's live in Griffith, IN, where
Dale runs his own Farmers Group Insurance
Agency and Cheri is a full-time homemaker.
Bob and Marlene (Boersma) DeGrool
('79, '79), Angela Marie, April 27, 1986,
joins Christopher, 2. Bob teaches Bible and
coaches soccer at Lake Worth Christian
School and has recently received his
master's degree in administration. Marlene
is a part-time secretary at the Lake Worth
Christian Reformed Church in Lake Worth,
FL.
Rich and Fern (Van Houten) Kobes ('79,
'78), Rachel Janae, June 23, 1986, joins
Katie, 2. Rich and Fern live in Sioux City,
lA, where Rich is a production scheduler for
Rochester Products, a Division of General
Motors and Fern is a homemaker.
Mark and Leuanne (Vander Aa)
Schonewill ('79, ex '79), Katie Marie, March
24, 1986, joins Philip, 4, Rebecca, 2. Mark
is a Senior Process Development Engineer
for 3M Company and Louanne is a
homemaker. They reside in Bloomington,
MN.
John and Nancy (Hengeveld) Jansen ('79,
'78), Benjamin John, March 14, 1986, joins
Jennifer, 2. John is an electrical engineering
supervisor for Westinghouse in Liverpool,
NY, and Nancy is a homemaker.
Wayne and Kim (Chandler, '79) Van
Dyke, Chandler Jo, February 19, 1986.
Wayne and Kim farm in Hospers, IA.
Norm and Janet (Van Gyssel, ex '80)
Noordhof, Joanna Christine, April 16,
1986. Norm works as a technician at D.E.
Schaefer Architect in Edmonton, AB. Janet
splits her time between homemaking and
part-time work at Sears.
Rev. Stan and Crystal (Runia, 'SO)
Schalk, Chaim Thomas, April 23, 1986,
joins Kyle, 4, Jaben, 3, and Seth, I. The
Schalks live in Red Deer, AD.
Randy and Krislen (Visser) Ungersma,
('80, ex '83), Crystal Dawn, April 27, 1986.
Randy is a bank: operations officer and
Kristen is a loan officer. The Ungersmas live
in Escondido, CA.
Curt and Pal (Kreykes) Ahrenholz ('81,
'79), Abigail Ruth, August 27, 1986, joins
Hanna, 3. Curt is an accountant at Sioux
Electric Cooperative in Orange City, where
the Ahrenholz' live. Pat works in the career
placement office at Dordt College.
Jim and Sharon (DeWaard) Bouma ('8l,
'79), Hunter Luke, May 27, 1986. The
Boumas live in Lynden, WA, where Jim is
the music director and afternoon announcer
at KLYN radio. Sharon is a teacher at
Lynden Christian School.
Sianley and Janice (Friend) DeGroot ('81,
ex '83), Janae Dawn, May 30, 1986. The
DeGroots live in Aurora, CO.
Roger and Donna (Boender, '81) Prins,
Carl Dean, May 19, 1986, joins Derek, 2.
Roger is a hog farmer and Donna is a
homemaker. They live in Hartley, IA.
Len and June (Orange) Fakkema ('81, ex:
'82), Chad Aaron, March 25, 1986, joins
Calvin, 3, and Christopher, 2. Len teaches
7-8 Geography and PE at Lynden Christian
Tom and Corrie (Vander SchaaO Alger
('77, '78), Thomas Theodore, May 9, 1986,
joins twins Dena and Diana, 6. They live in
Ontario, CA, where Tom is the manager of
the Alger Calf Ranch.
Brad J. and Barb (Boekhoven, '77)
Vermeer, Brooke Joanne, July 8, 1986,
joins Belinda, 6, and Brandon, 4. The
vermeers live on a farm in Orange City, IA.
Greg and Gladys (Vahl, ex '77) Brouwer,
Miranda Lynn, February II, 1986. The
Brouwers live in Lamberton, MN, where
Greg works as a lineman for Interstate
Power Company.
Darrell and Carla (Wissink, '77)
Kootstra, Rachel Lynnette, May 21, 1986,
joins Ginger, 3. Darrell works for PG&E,
the local power company in Modesto, CA,
and Carla is a homemaker.
Mark and Margaret (De Groot) Moesker
('77, '77), Kenneth Mark, January 30,1986
joins Scott, 6, and James, 3. Mark is a dairy
farmer and Margaret a homemaker and
part-time sales representative for World
Oddesey, importers of Wicker and
Accessories from the Orient. The Moeskers
live near Wellandport, ON.
Scott and Sue (Wollers, '77) Sluiter,
Alexander Jon, July 3, 1986, joins Matthew
Ryan, 6, and Emily Christine, 3. Scott is
employed at Sluiter Plastering and Sue will
be teaching preschool this year at South
Olive Christian School. Sue has previously
taught kindergarten and music at South
Olive. They live in Holland, ML
Merlyn and Linda (Bolkema, ex '78)
Kroese, Heidi Lynn, March 19, 1986, joins
Jeff, 4, and Jackie, 2. The Kroeses operate a
farm near Hull, IA.
('73, '73), Zachary Jacob, October 29, 1.985,
joins Nathan, 9, Derek, 7, and Aaron, 3.
They live in Holland, ML
David and Mary Branderhorsl ('73)
Pfruender, Katie Lynn, March 5, 1986,
joins Beth, 2. The Pfruenders live in Grand
Rapids, MI, where David is an electrician at
Calvin College and Mary is a mother and
homemaker.
Duane and Renata Vander Wall Smith
('74), Hilary Renee, March 14, 1986, joins
Alexis, 3, and Derek, 2. They live in
Houston, TX, where Duane is pastor of the
Houston Christian Reformed Church and
Renata is a homemaker.
Jerry and Gay (Schulteman, '74)
Wallinga, Melinda Ruth, March 21, 1986,
joins Jill, 6, Laurel, 3, and Jamie, 1. Jerry
teaches and coaches at Borculo Christian
School and Gay is a homemaker. They live
in Zeeland, Ml.
Marlin and Nellie (Van Weerdhulzen, ex
'74) VanderKooi, Kevin Michael, May 7,
1986, joins Tricia, 6, and Sheri, 2. Marlin
works for a construction company and
Nellie is a part-time R.N. at the Christian
Rest Home in Lynden, WA.
David and Marjorie Willems (ex '74),
Jeremiah David lan, born on March 23,
1986. The Willems live in Hoogland, IN.
Scott and LaDonna Pryor ('76), Lisa
Helene, April 1, 1986, joins Jeremy, 6, and
Rachel, 3. Scott is an attorney in
Milwaukee, WI.
Jeris and Marie (Van Egmond) Vermeer
('76), Janna Lynn, April 24, 1986, joins
Nathan, 4, and Karry 3. Jeris is a farmer
and Marie is a homemaker. They live on a
farm near Maurice, IA.
Richard and Irene (Kamper, '68) Shooks,
Melinda Gail, July 28, 1986, joins Lynelle,
13, Mitchell, 9, and Gretchen,S. The
Shooks live in Ellsworth, MI, where Irene is
a homemaker and teaches piano.
Chuck and Meg Vander Hart ('70),
Jonathon Godert, March 9, 1986, joins
Aaron, 12, Megan, 9, Kaylin, 7, and
Shayleen, 2. Chuck is half-owner/manager
of Hawkeye Movers of Davenport, lA, an
agent for Atlas Van Lines. The Vander
Harts live on an acreage, and teach their
children at home.
Ken and Mary (Mulder, ex '71) Leusink,
Tara Beth, June 2, 1986, joins Kari, 9, Joel,
7, and Rick, 2. The Leusinks live in Hull,
lA, where Mary is a homemaker and Ken
works as a mechanic.
Bill and Sue (Veltkamp, '71) Smith,
Daniel William, November 25, 1985. The
Smiths live in Helena, MT, where Bill is
employed by School District I.
John and Bonnie Roelofs ('72) Angela
Joy, August 8, 1986. The Roelofs live in
Memphis, TN.
Ron and Joy (Vander Molen, '73) De
weerd, Jonathan Lee, October 27, 1985,
joins Brian, 10, Jeff, 6, Lisa 4, and Daniel,
1. The De Weerds farm south of Rock
Valley,IA.
Fenlon and Sblrley (Van Otterloo) Groen
('72, ex '73), Martha Lin, February 12,
1986, joins Sarah, 11, David, 9, Phoebe, 7,
Joseph 4, and Susanna, 2. Fenton is Vice
President/General Manager at Willey
Brothers and Associates. Shirley is a full-
time homemaker. They live in Barrington,
NH.
Ron and Kathy (Hengeveld) Petroelje,
BECOMING ONE
Homer Construction and Leni is a
vocational evaluator at Resource
Development and Management Systems,
Inc. in Denver, CO.
Todd Holstege and Lynn Postma ('84),
July 19, 1986. Both Todd and Lynn teach
P.E. at Bellflower Christian School in
Bellflower, CA.
Doug Van Der Aa and Mary Woudenberg
(ex: '84), June 14, 1986. Doug is a tax
employee at Ernst and Whinney in Grand
Rapids and Mary is a keyline artist for
Forrest Printing in Holland. They live in
Grandville, Ml.
Thee Vander WeI ('85) and Linda Vanden
Hoek ('85), July 19, 1985. Theo attends
Drake University Law School and Linda is a
secretary for F.L. Shade & Association Inc.
in Des Moines, IA.
Arlan Van Engen ('85) and Lynette Olson
('85,), August 17, 1985. Arlan is attending
Iowa Stale University for his Bachelor's
Degree in Behavorial Management and
Lynette is working full time. The couple
lives in Ames, IA.
Jay Carpenter and Carol Meeusen ('82),
June 21, 1986. Jay is employed by Horizon
Air and Carol teaches 4th grade at Valley
Christian School in Lewiston, 10. They live
in Clarkson, WA.
David and Tami Petenon ('82). David
has passed his CPA exam and they recently
moved to Euless, TX.
Matthew Luoma and Sandra Vandevoort
('82), May 24, 1986. They live in Aurora,
CO.
Jay Faber and Eneen Postma ('83), June
28, 1986. Jay teaches 5th grade at Meridian
Public School in Kent, WA, and Eileen
teaches first grade at Watson Groen
Christian School in Seattle, WA.
Roger Wubben ('83) and Sue Van
Holland ('81), July 19, 1986. Roger is
farming and Sue teaches kindergarten at
Central Minnesota Christian Schools in
Prinsburg, MN.
Jeff Fournerat and Dawn Haak (ex '84),
March 27,1986. Jeff is a cook at the Royal
Fork Restaurant in Sioux Falls, SO, and
Dawn is a R.N. in Coronary Care at Sioux
Valley HospitaL
Gary Heckman and Lenore DeBoer ('84),
May 31, 1986. Gary is a civil engineer for
Bob Van Houwelingen and Lois Neerbof
('69), November 19, 1983. Their children are
Dave, 23, Dennis, 20, and Denise, 14. Bob
owns a construction company and Lois is a
remedial reading teacher at Pella Christian
Grade School. They live in Pella, IA.
Marvin Richardson Jr. and Kalhy Mat
('76), February 8, 1986. The Mast's were
married in Okinawa, Japan. Marvin is in the
U.S. Air Force and Kathy is a special
education teacher in the Kadena Air Force
Base in Okinawa.
Anders Skylling and Brenda MUey (ex
'77), July 26, 1986. Anders is employed by
Unicon Systems in Palatine, IL, and Brenda
is a data entry operator for Baxter Travenol
in McGaw Park, IL. They live in Gurnee,
IL.
James Wubben ('SO) and Lynn Langer,
June 14, 1985. Jim teaches at Seminole
Presbyterian School and Lynn is a CPA
working at Pender, McNufty, and Newkirk.
The couple lives in Tampa, FL.
Fred Reitsma and Teresa Zuidhof ('81),
July 28, 1984. Fred is the owner and
manager of The Sausage Factory and Teresa
teachers in Smithers Christian School in
Smithers, Be.
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August 7, 1986. Pam is currently teaching
voice and saxophone at Dordt College.
Keith Eiten ('82) received his master's
degree in music history from the University
of Iowa on August I, 1986. He has been ac-
cepted into the Master of Library Science
program at the University of Illinois in
Champaign-Urbana and began studies there
in August.
Delwyn Allspacb ('84) received his M.S.
in Mechanical Engineering in December,
1985. He began work in March of 1986 as a
Mechanical Engineer with Fermi National
Accelerator Laboratory in Batavia, IL
Dean and Lynette Eekhoff ('85) are living
in Zeeland, Michigan. Dean is working at
Walters Nursery in Holland.
Brenda Van Haaften (ex '85) received her
B.A. in home economics from Central Col-
lege, Pella, lAo Brenda is now working as a
food service supervisor at the Christian
Opportunity Center in Pella.
Joy (Gross) Grotenbuis ('86) won first
place for a composition entered in the
American Choral Director's Association
Iowa Competition. Joy and her husband
Phil ('86) now Jive in Grandville, Ml. Phil is
working as a journalist and Joy plans to
begin giving private voice and piano lessons.
Her program focused on Music History and
Theory with specialization in the Romantic
Violin Concertos.
Peler Scheenstra ('76) attended The Great
American Family Award ceremony at the
White House on June 10. Scheenstra has
been head of Family Services Center in
Asheville, NC, since 1982. He has also
served on the national Council on
Accreditation certifying counseling agencies
across the country.
Bruce Hibma ('79) has recently received
his master's degree in Systems Management
from the University of Southern California.
Bruce has been employed as an account
vice-president at Paine Webber, Inc. in
Redlands, CA, since 1980.
Arlyn J. Slagter ('81) joined the Marine
Corps in February 1982 and recently
participated in exercise Cope Thunder '86 in
which he helped detect and degrade enemy
radar systems. Marine 1st Lt. Slagter is
currently serving with the Marine Tactical
Electronic Warfare Squadron Two, Marine
Corps Air Station, Iwakuni, Japan.
Pamela (Grotenhuis) De Haan ('82) has
received her Masters of Music Degree in
applied voice from the University of South
Dakota in Vermillion, South Dakota on
Bill and Dorothy (Kuik) Femhout (ex '66,
'69) have returned to the U.S. after spend-
ing 14 years in the Philippines. Bill and
Dorothy have 4 children: Michael. 13,
Kristen, 11, Carmen, 8, and Matthew, 6.
The Fernhout's were with the CRWRC and
Bill plans to continue his ministry in the
First Reformed Church in Byron Center,
MI, where he is minister of pastoral care and
outreach. Dorothy plans to resume her
teaching career.
Lois Van Beek ('66) has been coaching the
girl's baseball team, the Panthers, at
Bradenton Christian School for 9 years. The
Panthers have won six consecutive district
championships and have reached the Class
IA state tournament three times in the last
four years. Lois also teaches sixth graders at
Bradenton Christian.
Ruth Ann (Goudswaard) Navis ('77) has
received her master's degree in Exceptional
Education from the University of Wiscon-
sin, graduating with high honors. She was
elected to the Phi Kappa Phi at the graduate
level which honors high academic achieve-
ment and social contributions. Ruth cur-
rently teaches 4th grade.
Melody (Oliver) De Wit ('76) received her
Master of Music degree from the University













One concern of any
professional is to keep up with
the latest research and
developments in his or her
area of specialization. For
Christian engineers and com-
puter scientists that means
more than simply reading
through the latest technical
journals and attending profes-
sional meetings. The Word of
the Lord must be heard in the
complex and confused world
of modern technology. To ac-
complish this Christians must
exercise their prophetic office
as Christian technologists by
calling the world of modern
technology to repentance and
radical obedience.
Exercising the prophetic of-
fice of Christian technologist
requires a sensitivity to the
numerous apostate spirits that
have distorted technology
throughout history and
especially during the last two
centuries. One of these distor-
tions is a spirit of scientism, a
belief that science is a
religiously neutral activity and
that reality is merely a collec-
tion of autonomous things and
immutable facts which the
scientist and engineer must
categorize and analyze in
order to arrive at truth.
Another is technicism, the
belief that deliverance from all
the problems that afflict
society-as poverty, hunger,
disease, or the threat of
nuclear war-will be brought
about by the vigorous applica-
tion of more and more
technology. And perhaps the
most pervasive spirit of all,
e c o n o m is m , renders
technology subservient to the
profit motive by defining
progress and success, both in-
dividual and corporate, in
terms of increased salary and
increased gross national pro-
duct.
But Christian technologists
must also acquire a clear vi-
sion for those Kingdom norms
which ought to shape
technology. For example, they
must see that as the Psalmist
says in Psalm 119:91, all
things are God's servants: peo-
ple, animals, rocks, trees and
insects. Atoms, electrons, test
tubes, numbers, and
theories-all of these are his
creatures which can either
serve him according to his will
or serve the cause of evil. And
it is man, God's steward, who
is responsible for directing
that service.
The problem is that this sen-
sitivity and vision is not
something which exists neatly
like some mathematical for-
mula in a textbook, where it
can be pointed to and ex-
plained in a classroom. Rather
it is something that must be ex-
plored, continually cultivated,
and developed daily. Like
every other aspect of living the
Christian life, it must be done
in community with other
Christians. For anyone to
learn, to teach, or to do obe-
dient technology requires the
close and continued support of
God's people. It cannot be
done in the vacuum of the
secular university or the
secular corporation.
The professors in the
departments of Engineering
and Computer Science at
Dordt College are committed
to cultivating and developing
that sensitivity and that vision
in their students. But to do
that properly they must work
at discovering, cultivating,
and developing it in
themselves first. And this is no
simple task. Unlike theology,
philosophy, and even to some
extent, the natural sciences,
technology has no tradition of
distinctively Christian thought
on which today's technologists
can build. Their specialized
technological training has for
the most part been acquired in
Young Christians interested in punuing careen in technology must be
sensitive to the spirits of our age, says Adams.
Soundings is a new section in which we, as
Christian community, share and test
insights about important issues of our day.
secular universities where the
commitment is usually to
technicism and scientism and
where there often exists a fear
of and antipathy toward what
is referred to as "mixing
science and religion." Thus,
of necessity their Christian
perspective on technology has
been obtained in less formal
settings, usually through con-
ferences with other Christian
technologists and by reading
the works of those few who
have done significant work in
this area: authors like Hendrik
Van Riessen and Egbert
Schuurman.
In order to develop their
perspective further and to in-
sure that the technology
courses and curricula at Dordt
remain biblically faithful, the
Engineering and Computer




the implications for their
classes. Those discussions are
always lively and often
fru s tra ting- fru s tr a t in g
because the more one learns
about what it means to do
technology in a distinctively
obedient manner, the more
one realizes how far we are
from that and how difficult it
is to implement.
One question that always
arises in these discussions is,
"What will our students do
when they graduate from
Dordt: where will they go to
practice obedient
technology?" It is one thing to
sit in a Christian classroom
and learn to appreciate such
norms as stewardship, cultural
appropriateness, aesthetic
delight, and justice. It is quite
another thing to go out and
practice them when most of
the established technological
institutions are in existence for
the sole purpose of making
money.
Will our students be able to
reform the IBM's and General
Motors' of this world? Or will
they find that radical tech-
nological obedience will only
be achieved by starting their
own small corporations?
Whatever the answers to these
questions might be, they must
be wrestled with. And it is the
hope of the Engineering and
Computer Science professors
that their students will wrestle
with them in the future just as
the professors wrestle with
them today.
Perhaps some day soon we
will see the fruit of that wres-
tling. Imagine a corporation
whose primary goal is to serve
the energy needs of ordinary
people instead of making a
profit for investors; a corpora-
tion where the beauty of the
product is seen as a response
to God's norms for aesthetics
rather than a ploy for attract-
ing more customers, where in-
'stead of the adversary rela-
tionship between labor and
management one finds the
cooperation and mutual
respect that exists between
fellow servants in Christ,
where automation and com-
puters are used to enable men
and women to work to their
potential rather than to put
them out of work, and where
the natural resources of God's
good creation are conserved
and cared for instead of
selfishly abused. Such
technological organizations,
when they arrive, will be
signposts of the Kingdom.
They will be the fruit of obe-
dient technology in a sinful
world and point toward that
coming Kingdom, where we
will unfold and develop God's
creation for eternity, unen-
cumbered by the forces of evil.
Charles Adams is associate professor
of engineering at Dordt College.
Making technology a signpost of the Kingdom
This past spring during the
last classsession of ENGR 390
Technology and Society, the
senior seminar course for
engineering and computer
science students, a student
raised the question of how he
was to maintain and develop
his Christian perspective after
graduating from Dordt and
going to work for a large cor-
poration. Realizing that the
Lord works through his
people, and that much of the
impotence of modern Cbris-
tianity is due to in-
dividualism, the class came to
the conclusion that we needed,
at least, a newsletter so that
Dordt technology alumni will
be able to keep in touch and
encourage one another. The
Engineering Department pro-
fessors accepted the respon-
sibility for getting it started,
and they hope that the alumni
will contribute regularly, sbar-
ing with each other their in-
sights and experiences so that
they continue to grow as
Christian technologists. Thus
the task of developing a refor.
mational perspective on





Education department: Working to
balance theory and practice
Three kinds of blood vessels are:
arteries, oeins, and caterpillars.
Parallel lines never meet unless
you bend one or both of them
A circle is a line which meets its
other end without ending.
The moon is a planet just like
the earth only deader.
Thepistol of a flower is its only
protection against insects.
A magnet is something you find
in a bad apple.
If conditions are not favorable,
bacteria go into a period of
adolescence.
A super saturated solution is




answers like these lighten
many a teacher's day.
Teaching is fun. It is also hard
work requiring professional
training.





and willing learners say
members of Dordt's education
faculty. And the aim of the
education department is to
help students develop the skills
and expertise they need to
become good teachers.
"Part of the strength of
Dordt's education program
lies in the fact that it is set in
the context of a strong general
education program," says
department coordinator Dr.
Marian Vander Ark. "Dordt's
well-articulated Christian
philosophy builds the founda-
tion for a life of Christian ser-
vice, whether in education or
some other field."
As they prepare for
teaching, students are en-
couraged to struggle with basic
issues in the Christian life that
affect education. In special
education classes, for exam-
ple, Prof. Andrea Struyk asks
'What does being an image
bearer of God mean for a
severely handicapped person?'
The answer to that question,
she feels, has important im-
plications for schools. In
social studies, too, studying
human interaction is done dif-
ferently when you assume that
people are image bearers of
God rather than self-sufficient
individuals.
Incorporating these convic-
tions into the practical training
students need to become good
teachers is an ongoing task.
But balancing theory and
practice has always been a
large part of an educator's
job, says Vander Ark. Know-
ing how children learn doesn't
mean that they will learn,
knowing what concepts should
be taught does not guarantee
that they will be learned. Pro-
fessors and students must con-
tinually translate educational
theories into useful classroom
tools.
Another important concern
of the education faculty is that
student teachers help their
students see that all parts of
life are related. Drawing con-
nections between different
subjects shows the wholeness
of God's good creation, says
Vander Ark. From that
understanding students begin
to sense that all areas of life
are important. As they grow
older they will see they can
contribute to the building of
Christ's Kingdom by working
in any of a wide variety of oc-
cupations.
The curriculum of a school
plays a big part in developing
During September, Donna Westra, a sophomore from Edmonton, Alberta,
spent 20 hours working with Mrs. Judy Feekes and her kindergarteners at
Sioux Center Christian School.
The education department now requires that all students take a special
education course. "It is important, whenever possible, for teachers to use
the regular classroom in helping children with special needs," says
Andrea Struyk.
this sense of wholeness in crea-
tion. And curriculum means
more than the textbooks you
use, says Professor Duane
Plantinga. "It is the activity
and resources used to work
out your perspective."
Perspective is crucial but needs
to embrace more than subject
matter, says Plantinga. The
importance of relationships
and personal growth is too
often given second place.
"People must come before
programs, but programs must
be shaped by people."
With their Christian world
view as a basis, teachers must
develop a program that gives
children a Christian
understanding of the world in
which they live and helps them
grow as people created in the
image of God, says Plantinga.
The education department is
working closely with Dr. John
Van Dyk, director of the
Center for Educational Ser-
vices, to explore a model that
may help Christian teachers to
continue to focus their
teaching in this way.
Education majors are
kept busy
The 265 students in
Dordt's education program
must fulfill several re-
quirements before being ad-
mitted to the program. They
must have a GPA of 2.4. They
must pass proficiency tests in
spelling, mathematics and
grammar. They must be
recommended by the depart-
ment and by another faculty
member. They' must show
evidence of an acceptable
Christian lifestyle and be in
good physical health.
In addition to the 14 general
education requirements that
all Dordt students must take,
elementary education majors
must complete 15 courses in
education and take a minor of
6-8 courses. Secondary
students must have a major of
IS courses and eight education
courses. This year all educa-
tion students are also required
to take a special education
course.
As student teachers,
students spend nine weeks in a
classroom. Although the in-
ternship is not as long as in
some schools, the actual time a
student has full control of the
classroom is at least as much
as that spent by students at
most other colleges. "Our
students have full responsibili-
ty for the class sooner than
students in many other pro-
grams," says Vander Ark.
"As student teachers they are
immersed in classroom ac-
tivities, not taking time off for
other courses or seminars until
the student teaching is com-
pleted. "
In addition to the student
teaching, education majors
spend 20 hours in a classroom
in their sophomore year.
Although not directly respon-
sible for a class, students work
closely with an experienced
teacher and become familiar
with the many aspects of
teaching. The department is
also looking into requiring
another 20 hour practicum
that students would help set up
in their home schools during
their January break.
Placement percentages re-
main high for Dordt's teacher
education program. Eighty-
five to ninety percent of the
graduates leave with a contract
to teach, most of them in one
of the many Christian schools











George Faber came to




application courses. He also
supervises the pre-student
teaching practicums.
Before coming to Dordt
Faber taught for ten years in
Christian schools. He received
his Ph.D. from Western
Michigan University. While
there he served as a student
teacher supervisor for years.
Department Chairperson
Marian Vander Ark teaches
social studies and geography
methods courses and also
serves as the Director of Stu-
dent Teaching. Vander Ark
came to Dordt in 1970 with an
Ed.D from the University of
Denver. Prior to that she
taught in Christian high
schools in Lynden,
Washington; Holland,
Michigan; and Denver, Col-
orado.
Dorenda Van Gaalen' s area
of specialization in the depart-
ment is reading. She teaches
reading and language arts
methods courses for elemen-
tary and high schools teachers
and is interested in children's
literature.
Van Gaalen received her
M.Ed from Washington State
University and taught for six
years before coming to Dordt.
Five of those years were spent
teaching remedial reading.
Education professors, left to right: George Faber, Dorenda Van Gaalen,
Marian Vander Ark, Duane Plantings, Andrea Struyk.
Andrea Struyk replaces
Rick Eigenbrood, who is on
leave to complete a doctoral
program at the University of
Iowa. Struyk 's specialty in the
department is special educa-
tion.
Struyk, also on leave for
one year from her position as
resource room instructor at
Sioux Center Christian
School, is enjoying the
challenge. "Stepping right out
of the classroom gives me so
many examples to use in my
teaching," she says. HIt's im-
portant to talk about ideals,
but it is also very important to
deal with specific exceptions."
One of the highlights of the
year for Struyk is the oppor-
tunity to immerse herself in
the field of special education.
"Working in a school doesn't
always put me in context with
the wide variety of special
needs. Having to teach means
restudying and rereading
things that I don't use daily."
Being at Dordt is a family
affair for the Struyk family.
Dr. John Struyk teaches in the
foreign language department
and two of their children,
Calvin and Angela, attend
Dordt.
"I could not believe how the
campus has changed,"
remarked Duane PIantinga, a
1975English secondary educa-
tion graduate of Dordt Col-
lege. Plantinga returned to
Dordt this fall, this time to
join the education faculty.
After graduating from
Dordt, Plantinga taught
junior high school English,
language arts, and "a little bit
of everything" at Calgary
Christian School in Calgary,
Alberta. After two years, he
moved to Edmonton, teaching
high school English for three
years.
After completing a masters
program in 1980, Plantinga
moved to Red Deer, where he
spent four years as a teaching
principal.
Plantinga is teaching three
introductory education
classes, and an Educational
Psychology class this semester.
"I'm definitely enjoying it,"
he says, "I find the student
body is friendly and very
open."
Plantinga's area of specialty
within the department is in
foundational issues in educa-
tion. He concentrates on the
history and philosophy of
education as well as its
political aspects. One of his
main areas of interest is the
use of language and com-
munications in the elementary
and secondary schools.
Another is in exploring effec-
tive ways of using groups to
structure the learning environ-
ment.
Planting a and his wife
Sheryl (Schrotenboer, ex '75)
have four children ranging
from one to eight years old.
When they have spare time




Center offers workshops and resources to teachers
A Center for Educa-
tional Services was established
at Dordt College in May of
1986 by the College's Board of
Trustees. The Center has since
begun its task of developing
materials and services for
teachers, administrators,
school board members, and
parents of children in Chris-
tian elementary and secondary
schools.
The Center plans to produce
and distribute booklets, pam-
phlets, and other publications,
as well as audio-visual
materials. Publications now in
process address topics such as
the task of the Christian
school principal as instruc-
tional and curricular leader,
and the relationship between
the church and the Christian
school. Booklets designed to
help teachers develop a more
wholistic perspective on their
work and a better understand-
ing of the relationship between
the Bible and subject matter
are in the planning stages.
The Center will also offer
workshops for teachers, prin-
cipals, boards, and societies.
Workshops exploring
discipline, the teaching of
writing, and the spiritual
growth of students are among
those presently available.
The B.J. Haan Lectures, a
series of ten conferences
focusing on Christian educa-
tion, will continue under the
direction of the Center. Three
conferences have already been
held at Dordt College. Other
projects which the Center will
develop in the future are a col-
lection of all Christian cur-
ricular material available, and
summer seminars and
workshops dealing with Chris-
tian approaches to contem-
porary educational issues.
The Center intends to work
closely with Christian Schools
International, local CSI
Districts, and other Christian
institutions, organizations,
and educators. This will allow
the Center to complement and
draw on work already being
done in curriculum develop-
ment and instructional theory
and will avoid duplication of
efforts.
Though Dordt has diver-
sified since it was established
to train teachers for Christian
schools in the Midwest, it has
continuously tried to provide
leadership to Christian schools
and teachers. The Dordt Col-
lege Studies Institute was
established in 1982 to enable
Christian scholars to explore
responses to needs of the Col-
lege and the broader Christian
community. Christian educa-
tion was one of the first areas
with which the Institute dealt.
The Center is an outgrowth
and continuation of the work
begun by the Institute.
WORKSHOPS AVAILABLE
"Discipline" • Charles Adams, Eugene Westra
..Adolescence: Toward Defining Spiritual Welfare" - Ken Bussema, Wayne
Kobes, John De Jager
"Criteria for Developing Elementary Science Curriculum" - George Faber
"Teaching Christianly: What is it?" - John Van Dyk
"Two Keys to Harmonious Board-Administration-Faculty Relations" - John
Van Dyk
"w' h h .It t elf
Christian world view





world in which they
live and helps them
grow as people
created in the image
of God."
Dr. Jobn Van Dyk has been ap-
pointed director of the new Center.
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Droogsma and Gulker join faculty
Glenda Droogsma
Delwyn Dykstra, a sophomore from
Orange City. Iowa, is beginning his
first year as starting goalie. Dykstra
is one of several young starters that





leading workshops on eating
disorders and friendship skills,
advising for the SUB club are
all parts of Glenda
Droogsma's job as counselor
at Dordt College.
Droogsma comes to Dordt
after spending four years in
Minneapolis working as a resi-
dent counselor at a group
home for adolescents. She has
also worked at two other
homes for young adults.
Droogsma graduated from
Calvin College with a degree in
Psychology. Her interest in
psychology was "a slow pro-
cess," she said. It wasn't until
she worked in a business in
Minneapolis that she recog-
nized her interest in pursuing
psychology in her career. "I
want other people to benefit
from what I'm doing in more
than a financial way-so that
they're able to grow as per-
sons. "
Droogsma enjoys sports as
an extracurricular activity. She
played for four years on a
volleyball team in Min-
neapolis, and plans to play
here, too.
Fall sports are under-
way with a winning start. The
volleyball team won two
games out of three against
both Midland Lutheran Col-
lege of Freemont, Nebraska,
and Southwest State of
Marshall, Minnesota. Coach
Mary Schutten hopes that
"the strong showing indicates
a good future." She admits
that the team has some im-
proving to do, but .s happy for
the strong initial showing.
The soccer team won their
first game 7-0 against
Nebraska Wesleyan. Coach
Quentin Van Essen believes
the young team shows good
potential. The team has only
three seniors, and nine new
members. "Overall it looks
like we're a well balanced
team," says Van Essen. But he
anticipates stiff competition
this year. Some P 'w teams
they'll be playing are Drake
University, North Central Bi-
ble College and Trinity Chris-
tian College.
The team also plans to host
a Christian high school soccer
tournament on October II.
The Dordt team will play
Wartburg College at this tour-
nament, giving the high school
teams an opportunity to watch
college soccer.
Mert Gulker returned
to Dordt's business depart-
ment after a year spent fulfull-
ing doctoral residency re-
quirements at Michigan State
University in Lansing,
Michigan. His program, which
focuses on business cur-
riculum and instruction as well
as administration, combines
his interests of teaching and
administration.
When Gulker left Dordt one
year ago, his long-range plans
were indefinite. However,
after his year at Michigan
State, he felt that his place was
back teaching at Dordt Col-
lege. "I am very happy to be
back in a place where the
students are hard-working and
open to a Christian perspective
and where the faculty and
staff are so dedicated," he
says.
While at Michigan State,
Gulker kept busy with several
projects related to his field. He
helped develop a data base in-
ventory for the Michigan
Department of Education. He
also worked on a special
lO-year study of the resource
Mert Gulkef
and expense patterns of
Michigan elementary schools,
high schools, colleges and
unixersities for the vice presi-
dent of finance at Lansing
Community College. Gulker
was also hired by Lansing
Community College to teach










Gulker and his wife Sally
have five children; two are
married and two are studying
or working elsewhere.
Merrick, the youngest, is a




ficially began the 1986-87
school year with a convocation
address by President J. B.
Hulst. In his address Hulst




Dordt is committed to a
Reformed world-and-life
view, to the Bible as the basis
Visker earns
doctorate
Tom Visker, one of
Dordt College's physical
education faculty, recently
earned the degree of Doctor of
Physical Education (P .E.D.)
from Indiana University in
Bloomington, Indiana. Visker
wrote his doctoral dissertation
on the relationship of per-
sonality factors and exercise
program adherance.
Visker joined the Dordt
faculty in 1978. He teaches the
introductory physical educa-
tion courses and the methods
courses for PE majors going
into education. Visker is also
head baseball coach and,
Tom Visker
beginning this year, the
women's tennis coach.
for all academic activity, to
maintaining excellence in
scholarship, and to working in
community.
Hulst challenged students,
faculty and staff to do their
work with an awareness of
"God's sovereignty over all
things, an ear which is always
tuned to the Word of the
Lord, a spirit which wants to
give of one's best to the
Master, and a heart which
seeks and finds life in the em-
brace of the Christian com-
munity."
Ken Medema, Christian
pianist, composer, and singer,
performed in Dordt's Chapel
on the first weekend of this
semester.
Blind since birth, Medema
has been writing and singing
his own songs since 1970 when
he began composing. original
material for his work as a
music therapist in a psychiatric
hospital. Today he is involved
in a full-time singing ministry.
He has given concerts in North
America, Europe, Africa, and
Australia.
Medema's syle is direct, wit-
ty, and sometimes critical."
My music is more controver-
sial than most pop-religious
music," admits Medema. "It
doesn't say 'Get right with
God and everything will be
okay.' It asks how can the
church talk of love and en-
dorse war, how can the church
talk of righteousness and
neglect hungry people."
Students found the Medema




this year's Fall Faculty Lec-
tures, were held on September
10 and II and presented by
members of the Language/
Communication Division.
Dr. John Struyk, professor
of foreign language opened
the series with "Culture: From
the Garden to the Holy City."
Dr. Dallas Apol, also pro-
fessor of foreign language
spoke on "Cultural
Diversity," and Dr. Kornelis
Boot, professor of linguistics,
lectured on "Language: A
Few Observations from a
Biblical Perspective."
"Communication and
Culture," was the topic of Dr.
Charles Veenstra, professor of
communication, and Pro-
fessor Jack Vanden Berg titled
his talk, "The Victorian Age:
An Age of Purity or
Hypocrisy?" Dr. James
Schaap concluded the series
with "John Gardner and the
Morality of Choice."
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Perspectives hosts divisional seminar
John Kok
Louis J. Voskuil, pro-
fessor of history at Covenant
College, Lookout Mountain,
Tennessee, has never forgotten
a verse penned in the cover of
a history text by an en-
thusiastic student some
twenty-five years ago:
If all the world were flooded,
And I about to die,
I'd stand upon my history
hook,
For it would still be dry.
Invited to participate in this
year's annual faculty summer
seminar, Voskuil dedicated the
paper he presented to that stu-
dent. Voskuil presented his
paper, which considered the
nature and the task of history
as a discipline, to the members
of the Dordt College history,
philosophy, and theology
departments. He was joined
by Gordon Spykman, pro-
fessor of religion and theology
at Calvin College. Spykman's
paper addressed theology in a
similar way. Three Dordt pro-
fessors gave papers as well.
Louis Van Dyke, John Van
Dyk, and John Vander Stelt
dealt, respectively, with the
place and task of history,
philosophy, and theology.
The exchange was livelyand
all but dry. It soon turned to
basic questions: what is
history? what is theology?
Greater clarity and mutual
understanding grew as the
floodgates opened in discus-
sion.
The participants all agreed
that every academic discipline
that wants to be biblical must
reckon with Scripture. We
believe in God and take Him
at his Word, because His
Spirit has opened our hearts to
accept the Bible as the revela-
tion of His Word for our life.
When God lives in our hearts,
we yearn to have His Word ex-
pressed in every side of our liv-
ing. His Word holds for faith
life, family life, political life,
and even for academic life.
Seeing that, we could agree
that it is primarily the Word of
Discussion continued during the cor-
fee breaks. Louis voskuil and Louis
Van Dyke exchanged ideas infor-
mally after the formal presentations.
God and not theology that
should lead us and demand
renewal in everything that we
do.
If all academic disciplines
that want to be biblical have
this kind of claim on the Bible,
what is there left for theology
to do? We came to agree that
theology, just like any other
discipline, studies a special
area of life. In theology this
special area is man's confes-
sional response to God's
Word, which, when it is
disobedient, always substitutes
some false revelation for the
Bible. Theology builds upon
Scripture as it investigates not
only the Bible as a book of
faith and the norm and
authority for all faith, but also
all creeds, institutions, prac-




History, too, can be de-
scribed by answering the ques-
tion, "What special area of
human living does this
discipline study?" History's
field of investigation,
however, is much less ex-
clusive than that of theology
or sociology. What history
studies does not come from
one narrowly defined area of
life. If it did, that would be to
New deans appointed
Dr. Willis Alberda, riculum development and in humanities, also feels the new
Dr. James Koldenhoven, and the professional development arrangement will promote
Dr. Rockne McCarthy are the of the division members. faculty development. "The
newly appointed deans of Other responsibilities include three-dean structure gives time
Dordt's academic divisions. A being responsible for faculty to deal sytematicly with pro-
new academic structure now recruitment, personnel fessional development in the
divides departments into one management, budget prepara- faculty," he says.
of three divisions: the natural tion, and supervision within Koldenhoven divides his day
sciences, the humanities, and the division. in half, teaching in the morn-
the social sciences. Alberda, dean of the natural ings and keeping up with his
Changing the number of the sciences, says that although it responsibilities as dean in the
academic divisions from six to is too early to tell if the new afternoons. One way he in-
three is the result of an ad- structure will make a signifi- tends to promote professional
ministrative evaluation done cant difference, it gives an op- development is to keep in
two years ago. The evaluation portunity to revise thinking touch with grant possibilities
indicated that more attention about faculty development. for members in his division.
needs to be given to faculty He hopes to finds ways for "Many faculty members are
development and personnel members of his division to so busy during the school year
management at Dordt College. grow in their field. "I intend that they don't have time to
Dordt College President Dr. to push for leave opportunities think about grants that would
J.B. Hulst feels that by allow- that will be financially possi- allow them to spend a summer
ing the new deans time to give ble." Teaching in another col- or semester working on some
leadership, the new plan will lege for a year would not cost project in their field. I can
benefit faculty and increase Dordt very much in this time help them be aware of
their. opportunities for com- of financial constraints, and it possibilities."
pleting an advanced degree, would provide a good source McCarthy, dean of the
doing research, or improving of contact, experience. and social sciences, also seesan im-
their teaching. possibly research oppor- portant part of his job as find-
The deans are responsible tunities for faculty members. ing avenues for professional
for giving leadership in cur- Koldenhoven, as dean of the projects. He intends to stress
Members of the perspectives division were
joined by the deans and an out-of-department
respondent for the two week seminar.
say that only one area of
life-politics, for example-is
historically important. Rather,
history studies all things which
have been important in form-
ing or deforming human
culture. When it does so, it
must always see that the peo-
ple, institutions, and activities
it is interested in are molded
by a conviction which gripped
the heart and moved the lives
of the people who acted in
history. As we know from
Scripture, it is people's heart-
felt commitment, their
framework of ideas, values,
and beliefs, which shapes the
institutions, habits, and ar-
tifacts of a society.
The discussion of
philosophy as a discipline
never really got off the ground
during the seminar. This was
due in part to the fact that
neither Spykman nor Voskuil
are philosophers by profes-
sion. On the other hand,
however, the participants were
all so busy discussing founda-
tional issues that there was lit-
tle time to reflect on the fact
that we were actually spending
two weeks doing neither
theology nor history, but
philosophy.
Those who participated in
this year's seminar agreed that
the faculty needs times like
these to reflect on these and
similar matters. We came to
understand each other better,
and to develop a more vivid
sense of the challenge of our
task. Most importantly, we
renewed our commitment to
take our stand on the Bible,
the book that is never dry. On-
ly then will we be in a position
to investigate our fields.
"We could all agree
that it is primarily




John Kok teaches philosophy at Dordt
College.
opportunities for professional
growth that are available
within the college as well as
outside grants. Fall faculty lec-
tures, Pro Rege articles, Studies
Institute appointments, sum-
mer courses and summer
seminars provide useful
avenues for faculty to pursue
professional interests.
"The new structure," says
McCarthy, "shows that the
administration is committed to
responding to this faculty
need. It provides realistic
possibilities for professional
growth."
The new faculty deans are, left to
rigbt, Dr. Rockne McCarthy, Dr.
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The professional involvements of Dordt faculty
members outside of the classroom reveal Dordt's
commitment to provide educational leadership in the
Christian community as well as among its own
students. By sharing these activities, we hope to
provide fellow Christians with further resources,
ideas, and encouragement as they work to be of
service in Christ's kingdom.
In August Dr. Jobn Van Dyk, professor of
philosophy. read a paper titled. "Anthropology
and Pedagogy" at the International Symposium
for Christian Philosophy in Zeist, The
Netherlands. While there, he met with various
educational organizations. This fall he has been
busy conducting workshops for teachers in Seat-
tle, Washington; Prinsburg, Minnesota;
Lawrence, Kansas; and Ontario. Canada.
Two of Van Dyke's articles were recently
published: "Heresy and Toleration in the Chris-
tian Church" appeared in an anthology .
Orthodoxy and Orthopraxis in the Reformed Com-
munity Today; and a scholarly article titled
The Voice, an outreach of Dordt College, is
sent to you as alumni and friends of Christian
Higher Education. The Voice is published in
October, December, March, and June to
share information about the programs,
activities and needs of the college.
Send address corrections and
correspondence to: VOICE, Dordt College,






Vice President for Development
Publlcatloru Council
Abraham Bas, David Campbell,
Howard Hall, Quentin VanEssen,
Randy Vander Mey, ~~'t-'Y1.:tC~LlFQ(t'
V d ~6Delmar an er Zee ""INT s~'Y~
"Man, Angels, and Time in Late Medieval
Sentence Commentaries" appeared in the
Belgian philosophical publication L 'homme et son
Unioen au Moyen Age.
Dr. verne Meyer, professor of theatre arts, has
been selected as one of this year's respondents
for the Region 5 American College Theatre
Festival. Meyer will help evaluate productions
put on by colleges and universities in Iowa, Kan-
sas, Missouri, and Nebraska. Together, the
respondents choose four plays for the final
Festival competition.
Meyer has also been appointed to a three-year
term on the board of directors of the Very
Special Arts Organization. VSA, a state branch
of the national organization, administers an arts
program for handicapped people in the state.
The board is chaired by Governor Terry Brand-
stad and includes twenty leaders in the fields of
politics, education, business, and the arts.
Dr. Joan Ringerwole recently conducted an
organ workshop in the First Christian Reformed
Church of Grand Haven. The workshop was to
acquaint church organists with available organ
literature.
English Professor Randall Vander Mey's arti-
cle "Merizon" appeared as the cover story in the
Sept-Oct. issue of Art Gallery International, The
article, which gives a synopsis of the painting
career of Armand Merizon, was written in con-
junction with a book Vander Mey completed this
summer on the life, art, and thought of Merizon.
Professor John Hofland of the theatre arts
department spent three weeks this past summer
in a master class at the Banff Center for the Arts.
He studied with Josef Svoboda, the interna-
tionally acclaimed scenographer from
Czechoslovakia. Hofland also received the un-
precedented honor of being invited back for next
year's class.
Professor Dale Grotenhuis recently completed
two commissioned choral works, one for the
First Presbyterian Church of Mason City, Iowa,
and one for the dedication of Redeemer
College's new campus in Ancaster, Ontario.
Grotenhuis has also led presentations of new
songs from the new Psalter Hymnal in 12 CRC
congregations in the Pacific Northwest and
Canada.
Dr. Marvin De Young spoke at the Fall Mass
Meeting of the Western League of Men's
Societies in Sheldon, Iowa, on September 10. His
topic was "Jerusalem-the City of David and
The City of Jesus."
For the 15th year in a row, Dr. AI Mennega is
presenting two volunteer lectures on important
aspects of human anatomy and physiology for
the Emergency Medical Technician and Am-
bulance classes at Northwest Iowa Technical
College.
Dr. J.B. Hulst has given several lectures across
the country. In June he spoke for the gradua-
tions at Central Valley Christian High School,
Visalia Christian School, and Hanford Christian
School. In July Hulst gave the keynote address at
the Annual CSI Convention. His title was
"Christian Education: Pathway to the Future."
In August he spoke on "A New Creation-Your
Church" at Kingdom Fest '86, an annual young
adult conference.
Dr. James C. Schaap has been selected as one
of the artists for the Iowa Arts Council's "Artist-
in-the-Schools' program.
Schaap's story "Learning to Speak" was
published in the summer issue of Farmer'sMarket,
an Illinois literary magazine.
Professor Fred De Jong is the project super-
visor for a $30,000 needs assessment project
funded by the Northwest Area Foundation. De
Jong and his Senior Social Research Seminar
students will work with three local social service
agencies to identify the unmet needs of low.
income families and elderly people. The grant
provides funds for computer hardware and
salaries for the students.
Pam De Haan, part-time music instructor
received her Masters degree in voice performance
from the University of South Dakota. She
presented her master's recital in Dordt's Chapel
on September 3.
Professor Joanne Alherda displayed ceramic
and fiber pieces in an invited show at the Nobles
County Art Museum in Worthington, Min-
nesota, from July 6· August 2, 1986.
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China - Charles Adams
explores a Christian
view of technology
- Dr. Helen Westra
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